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Abstract

The IP converge the multi-applications over Internet, and
ATM will construct global networks for IP development.
It is a significant research to associate those projects.
The vision is that company or enterprise will have ATM
switches on their own site to transfer bulk data across In-
ternet. In this paper, we propose a lightweight security
mechanism to support secure communications for ATM
Networks. The mostly threats and attacks could be pro-
tected through authentication and confidentiality prac-
ticed in ATM networks. In our scheme, security parame-
ter exchanges and session key generations are the engine
that deployed under security module with in-band con-
trol. The security policy will process uncontrollable state
with default criteria. We utilize an embed-policy as con-
flict resolution to promote the reliability of lightweight
security system.
Keywords: Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM), authen-
tication, confidentiality, cryptography, security policy

1 Introduction

ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) techniques were de-
veloped on the B-ISDN standard about 20 years ago. The
ATM has provided communication network operating and
support functions with availability and reliability war-
ranties. Beyond a doubt, IP is the multi-service conver-
gence layer now and for the future. The next generation
network infrastructure defines, evaluates, and implements
an enhanced architecture for the QoS under IP Networks.
ATM as the Internet platform to construct global net-
works will be a significant research area.

ATM switches possess many unique features in com-
munication networks, such as, multi-service, individual
QoS, connection-orientation and the ability to transmit
through various physical media (SDH, SONET, F.R.,
etc.). The ATM Forum has enacted many standards that
have been used in different network inter-connections.
ATM multiplexing switches various services aggregated in
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Figure 1: The placement of security functions

high-speed trunks that float in the public network without
shields. These services are insecure.

Although, ATM has many communication features, se-
curity is its’ weakness. The users cannot pass sensitive
or proprietary data through public networks because the
public networks are open. We propose a lightweight se-
curity mechanism to provide security against the attacks
and threats possible on open public networks. The ba-
sic network security defense is a lower layer gatekeeper
on which a higher layer information system or equivalent
will employ a secondary security protection layer. Many
proposals have suggested establishing ATM security pro-
tection [2, 6, 10, 12, 13]. These inherent and intrusive
mechanisms are mainly methodologies that produce se-
cure shields in the user plane and control plane. Normally,
point to point and point to multi-point systems are the en-
tities usually protected. Public key algorithms matching
symmetrical cryptographic systems are the most frequent
applications.

In this paper, we propose a lightweight security mech-
anism for performing authentication and security to pro-
tect against the most likely threats and attacks. Our
method (as Figure 1) supports end-to-end security ap-
plications combined with ATM inherent control capabili-
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ties. AAL and AT-M layers are used to encrypt the user
data while leaving the cell header in the clear [8]. The
paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss
some vulnerable situations in ATM communications and
how to prevent attacks. In Section 3, we describe in de-
tail the connection flow in lightweight ATM mechanisms.
Section 4 analyzes the security parameter exchange and
session key update protocol. The security policy that sup-
ports uncontrollable determination is discussed in Section
5. Section 6 presents our conclusions.

2 Security Threats and Prevents

As with most public networks, ATM networks are sus-
ceptible to several security threats and attacks [1, 11], as
follows:

• Intrusions into the secrecy of communications.

• Forging tricks that present receivers with corrupted
messages.

• Deceiving either the sender or receiver with a false
identity.

• Denial of service attack.

2.1 Deceiving a User Using Masquerades

The SETUP is the initial signaling message used to estab-
lish an ATM switched virtual circuit (SVC) connection.
The Setup IE (information elements) profiles include a
calling party number, but that is an optional IE. The
called party cannot be guaranteed to receive an authenti-
cated calling party number in current ATM protocol ref-
erence model (PRM) designs.

In masquerading attacks, a hacker acts as an autho-
rized user to gain privileges that could access information
and resources. The ATM switches and end systems are
identified by their ATM address that follows OSI NSAP
(network service access point) standards. Usually the
same group ATM end systems are connected to nodes
using a common network prefix. Only different SEL (se-
lector) values distinguish each end system. In the ATM
system initial stage, the intruder could forge another SEL
value for their active attacks.

As mentioned above, although calling party number
is provided for verification, a masquerader’s end system
could dodge the ID check. We therefore propose an in-
band authentication process that is launched after the
path is established but before user data is sent. Since this
authentication allows the sender and receiver to positively
identify one another, a third party cannot impersonate
either of the two. This extra authentication architecture
enhances the ability for two parties to recognize one an-
other based on the familiarity between these individuals.

2.2 Secure Communications Intrusions

A hacker intercepts a connection for eavesdropping or fab-
rication. This frequently happens in a public network
and allows attacks against valuable data during trans-
mission. Effective confidential algorithms could protect
against these threats. In a secure environment, attacks
by hackers will be prevented and easily discovered. Gen-
erally, the end user will adapt sensitive data to a MAC
(message authentication code) format that attaches to the
message to achieve data integrity. Denial of service and
interruption attack belongs to the destructive class of at-
tacks. In ATM signaling, messages [4] such as, Setup,
Restart, and Clear used to construct or reallocate re-
sources associated with the virtual circuit identification
(VCI) could be used to form traffic floods to paralyze a
designated user service. To prevent these kinds of at-
tacks, additional mechanisms are needed. Measures such
as guards against unauthorized physical access, fault lock-
ing mechanisms and limited retry allocations, etc. can be
instituted. In this paper, we will not consider these types
of attacks for such a lightweight security system.

3 Secure Services and Control
Schemes

The system in our architecture utilizes the sequence de-
picted in Figure 2. We create a security module (SM)
and use a symmetrical key algorithm, such as DES (data
encryption standard) to accomplish the encryption op-
erations. There are several cryptographic products [5]
available to encrypt data traffic under 155Mb/s with DES
operational modes. The necessary procedures are embed-
ded into the security end systems. Signals or messages can
then be passed transparently along the connection path.
The SM selectively switches between the active mode or
doze mode and maintains only a transient secure control
process within a session. The SM is a software module
that resides as a daemon.

A shared key algorithm, like a DES-CBC (DES-cipher
block chaining) mode executes the data security. This is
a default element for confidential data applications. Our
scheme allows other algorithms through negotiation. The
public key algorithm distributes the keys using a digital
envelope. Our mechanism pre-places the public key into
a partner end system. The certification authority (CA)
will be accessible if optional certificate verification is used.
The detailing description of connection flow is explained
in the following two subsections.

3.1 Security Service Preparation

The ATM signaling protocol designates the message se-
quence for establishing or releasing connections. The ref-
erence configurations and flow are illustrated in Figure 2.
SM is the principal component for coordinating the spe-
cific flow between the ATM signaling protocols. During
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Figure 2: The control flow of ATM connection

the preparation stage, the SM acts as a security controller
to confirm service between two peers. The steps are as
follows:

Step 1: For requesting a connection to carry user infor-
mation, the SETUP message includes the class type,
traffic description, called party number and required
QoS etc. The ATM switches rely on the IEs to de-
termine the destination node allocation to accommo-
date the called party. The IEs for the called party
number has a 25 bytes length to accommodate the
20 bytes ATM NSAP address. A byte message was
added into the called party IE number to initialize
the remote SM. This message consists of a 4-bit Ver-
sion and 4-bit SubID field to activate the called user
SM functions.

Step 2: The setup request will enable a counter to mon-
itor the response time. If the SETUP fails to re-
spond within the time limit (4 seconds), then the call-
ing party initiative sends the SETUP message again.
The CALL PROCEDURE can extend the time limit
to 10 seconds. The SM can activate the call proce-
dure message to end the process, if necessary.

Step 3: The CONNECT signal indicates call acceptance
by the called user. This message is sent by the called
user to the network or by the network to the calling
user. Upon receipt of a CONNECT message from
the called, the SM prohibits a CONNECT message
sent to the calling user.

Step 4: The SM holds the CONNECT message and sends
a CONNECT ACK to respond to the ATM switches.
Simultaneously, the called party will receive a CON-
NECT ACK message.

3.2 In-band Negotiation for Security Ser-
vices

When a connection has been established, the lightweight
system enforces negotiation and exchange parameters on
the path. The SM will produce a secret communication
link and monitor the session until the connection is re-
leased.

Step 5: After the VPC/VCC is settled, the calling
party’s SM activates the security parameters to the
called SM. A session key is randomly created, authen-
ticated, and exchanged with the peer SM. The called
party responds under proper authority and within
the time limit. If the authentication process fails, the
calling SM, on the basis of the security policies, will
decide whether to release the link. The detailed de-
scription of the security message negotiation (SMN)
will be presented in the next section. If the calling
party sends the SMN twice and no SMN responds,
the remote party cancels the link without the SM
functions.

Step 6: Upon successful completion of the security nego-
tiation, the subsequent user data transmitted would
be protected. The SM releases the ban and conveys
the previous CONNECT messages to the calling sys-
tem.

Step 7: The calling systems respond CONNECT ACK
to start the data transmission. Simultaneously, the
called party’s SM also unblocks the user data.

Step 8: If the user data accord SMN negotiation for pri-
vate communications utilizes confidential encryption.
The SM can be switched to the doze mode during this
period.

Step 9: If a long-term connection is required, the session
key can be refreshed using a new key operation that
can be initialized by either party. We propose an
in-bind key update operation embedded in the secu-
rity module to provide simplicity and a transparency
advantage. Disrupted service to the user is the weak-
ness in this system. The detailed description of the
key lifetime will be presented in the next section.

Step 10: The communication path is invoked in the
user’s initializing operation. The RELEASE message
to unload the resources allocated for the connection
is then sent. The SM then switches to the doze mode
again.
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4 Secure Messages Negotiation
and Session Key Generation

We proposed both security message negotiation and new
session key (NSK) protocols. These protocols are in-band
controlled to implement a novel and flexible mechanism.

4.1 Secure Messages Negotiation (SMN)

As shown in Figure 3, the calling party assumes the initi-
ating role and the called party assumes the response role,
with notations and operations as follows:

• ks: Session key, the first session key is shared for
data confidentiality. The same ks are offered in a bi-
direction connection that simplifies key management
by reducing the load and improving performance.

• Nx: Nonce, a random generated number that pro-
vides both legal authorization and prevents the re-
play attack.

• IDx: Identities of the two communicating parties.
The ATM address or unique assignment code would
be used.

• Conf −Opt: Confidential option, provides two sym-
metrical algorithms; the initiator according his as-
signed accessibility and an optional selection or ded-
icated operation (default element).

• IV : The initial vector for symmetrical algorithms
(like, DES-CBC).

• (·)pkx: Encrypts the message using a public key X.

• (Certx): Certification from certificate authority
(CA) offered for key authentication in a public key
system.

• (Hash(·))skx
: The hashed result when the message

is signed using the private key of X. The hash is as-
sumed to be a one-way hash function, such as the
message digest 5 (MD5) [3] or secure hash standard.
Hash function announced to public.

User A sends an initial SMN to user B.
The first session key, Nonce and IDa is pre-selected

during the SMN preparation which is associated with
Conf−Opt and the initial vector (IV ) to form a token to
be encrypted using B’s public key. Certa is an optional
token to check the validity of A’s public key. The one-way
hash function enforces the message integrity and allows B
to authenticate user A.
- User B response SMN to user A

When B receives the initial SMN . He Decrypts the
cipher with his corresponding private key and checks its
validity. The called party performs a hash operation to
produce a reply to the message integrity checks. If A is
not a proper authority party then B discards the negoti-
ation. If A’s Conf − Opt is optional then B could make
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Figure 4: Session key modification protocol

a selection or the default confidentiality algorithm is set-
tled.

When A received B’s SMN , the parameter is extracted
and interpreted. A then Checks if the received Na that is
identical to A’s first SMN .

4.2 Session Key Generation

A session key update is one of the crucial issues to guaran-
tee the security of communications. A longer session key
lifetime will increase the probability of attack. The ATM
Forum technical committee proposal uses OAM (opera-
tion and maintenance) cell, such as, F4, F5 OAM to up-
date end-to-end VPC (virtual path connection) and VCC
(virtual channel connection) session key. OAM is defined
in the management plane, if this scheme is used a more
complex security system will be required that will disturb
the transparency properties. In our lightweight security
mechanism, we propose a novel in-band session key up-
date that will periodically update the session key. The
session key update is determined by the security policy.
The key update flow is shown in Figure 4.

• New session key distribution:
The initiator creates a new sessions key (NSK) and
invokes a request message for updating the session
key. Both the calling or called party could to be
the initiator. The TS (time stamp) is attached to
prevent the replay attack. These two parameters are
encrypted using the session key (ks).

• Response NSK:
When B receives the NSK, the cipher is decrypted
with the corresponding session key and its validity
checked. If the TS is received within a reasonable
time, B responds with an NSK to the calling party
and stores the new session key. If the TS fails in
check or A is not a proper authority, then B ignores
the request.

• The Initiator sends the NSK:
After sending the NSK, the initiator waits for a re-
sponse. If the specified delay time is reached, the
request will be resent (maximum twice). If the NSK
response is received, a check will be made and the re-
sults will determine whether another NSK is resent.
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Figure 3: Session key negotiation protocol

Using the NSK is an obligation for the initiator. A start
NSK message is sent 3 times to guarantee receipt. The
time interval for the start token is set at one second. Once
the session key update is complete, the SM de-activates
into the doze mode.

5 User Security Policies

More than one policy could be embedded into this
lightweight security ATM system. Our security service
schemes have neither signaling control nor OAM control
[7], but use simplified in-band control methods. Since,
we need additional policies to determine conflict resolu-
tion and to maintain the synchronization with the secu-
rity partner, different individual policies can negotiate the
same solutions. Additionally, some errors could depend
on the settled policy. In our in-band security system,
the session key negotiation and modification can been
approached by any parties at any time. With this fea-
ture the security system can establish re-negotiations for
severe errors unless that action has already reach its’ lim-
itation. The different policies invoke distinct processes.
Normally, almost every connection would operate with
the A and C (authentication and confidentiality) security
level in the same group. But with some ordinary connec-
tions, we could lower the security level or without security
mechanism according security policy. If different groups
of users operate on different security levels that will be
deemed based on the highest policy criteria, another ap-
plication would determine the new key or discard the con-
nection. Policies could be consolidated among enterprises
or groups.

Our in-band mechanisms provide control regardless of
the product version with easy end terminal development.
In-band control will disrupt the user data stream and re-
quire a watchdog program to detect the events for the ses-
sion key exchange. In SMN negotiation we prohibit the
CONNECT message and could activate a Call Proceeding
message that provides sufficient time without interrupt-
ing the data stream. To change keys, rapidly and simply
is our goal for this lightweight system. During NSK, the
Initiator need only insert a Request message then keep
the user data transmitting the Response message sent as
request message that would not affect the user’s commu-
nication. We also designed a trigger signal embedded in
the NSK cell that gives a sign to the watching-dog pro-

gram to invoke the NSK procedure.
Although the ATM Forum Specification 1.0 [9] pro-

vides security services between point-to-point or point-
to-multipoint, even a multiple associations with nesting
could reside in the security agent in ATM switches. The
problems are how to upgrade an existent ATM network
and whether the manufacturers are willing to implement
those functions into their new products? What are the
benefits for the end users with complexity mechanisms?
How many users need these functions? In fact, that
depends on the user demands. Customer-orientation is
the key point for ATM security services development.
Widespread security mechanisms will be deployed in the
future.

6 Conclusions

We proposed a lightweight security mechanism for ATM
end systems that considers the demand-oriented trend.
Our mechanism provides instant ports to existent user end
systems. This lightweight system would already satisfy
most of end users for their security requirements. More-
over, today encrypt-speed techniques limit the encryption
speed under 155 Mb/s, the speed suitable for end systems
to implement security crypto-systems. Although parallel
encryption devices may acquire more high-speed output,
the complexity control and synchronization recovery will
create extra problems.

In lightweight security systems, the cryptographic key
agility and error extension invoked from cell loss are
easy to overcome. We proposed in-band security nego-
tiation and key update schemes that allow both perma-
nent virtual connection (PVC) and SVC to fulfill the se-
curity environment. The majority of existent ATM net-
works barely support PVC. Those PVC connections could
also perform negotiation and session key update with our
mechanism. Due to the lightweight design, we used poli-
cies to handle some uncontrollable conditions to synchro-
nize our protocol. Even in severe error situations the
RESTART message can rebuild the connection. As in
most of public key algorithm problems, if the user wants
to verify the certification, convenient CA deployment will
be reachable by the end systems. Our security mechanism
provides both parties with a safe environment that effi-
ciently guards to against eavesdropping, traffic tampering
and masquerades, which establishes ensured secrecy on
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public network communications.
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